
SALES AND DISTRIBUTION IN TELECOM INDUSTRY

This paper outlines the process of scheme communication, claim distribution, market survey, merchandising of various
products and offers of the company.

Sometimes the service to a ported number stops, and since the MNP APEF after rejection is not sent back to
distributor, he is not aware of the problem because of which the service has been stopped. If any deficiency is
found in MNP APEF, the same should be communicated to backend at distributor so that corrective measures
could be taken to avoid problem to customer as it spreads bad word of mouth. Telecom operators leverage a
broad range of strategies to increase their profits. The advent of new data and technological needs has meant
that we now need to give nothing less than the best to our customers. Prepaid sale is based on people and
channel management. Have to maintain required stock of RCVs and recharge for 7 days. Feel free to connect
on Twitter or LinkedIn to stay up to date on success stories. Some retailers find it difficult to remember the
process; POP giving the information and guideline for this should be distributed to them. Needless to say, it
makes controlling the distribution chain particularly difficult. Once put in place, the benefits of those
capabilities are quickly exponential: fresh data is uploaded constantly, from the field to the management level,
continually providing the insights necessary to make better decisions over time. Telecom operators have to
realize the need for complete transparency and ensuring that there is no flaw in the process. These active
players in the value chain include distributors, operators, and end subscribers. Ronald Ronald helps data
driven companies generating business value with best of breed solutions and a hands-on approach. Systems
that do not account for the sales achieved through digital channels will not meet future requirements and
expectations. In telephone services were merged with the postal system. Sales and distribution teams will have
to define newer boundaries. Operators will have to gather data and perform analytics to get feasible analysis
out of it. While competition and regulation aim to push prices down, the main challenge remains to translate
their voice revenue into higher-value units. Take coverage and availability for instance: instead of recruiting
new points of sales, a cheaper option might be to promote some high-quality ones. Operators will have to
realize that they will incur big transactions through credit sales. With this, India has become one of the fastest
growing mobile marketsin the world. Identification of issues like network problem, SIM problems, Scheme
pending issues etc. In , Department of "elecommunications DO" was established. From recommendation to
action Big data or analytics as such are not useful for managing sales and distribution: those capabilities
provide tangible and measurable results only when they give recommendations that empower the sales
organization. Due to technology and the Internet, we now have new and refreshed distribution channels. There
are three other major barriers to setting up intelligent sales management. With digitization, the sales ecosystem
may become even more complex, which is why a robust infrastructure, provided through an API gateway, is a
necessity.


